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the year 1759 was one °f ^e most fatal in the annals of
France as it was one of the most glorious in those of
England. The great invasion scheme collapsed utterly,
and in every quarter of the globe the English triumphed.
In Germany the advantage was at first all on the side
of the French. Soubise got possession of the free city of
The French Frankfort by means of a stratagem, securing
uke Frank- thereby a most advantageous base for opera-
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2,1759-        tions on the  Lower  Rhine,  and  Ferdinand,
while attempting to recover it, was beaten by Broglie at
Bergen.   Contades then advanced into Hesse,
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Bergen, and pressed forward on Hanover in conjunc-
Apni 13. tjon .^k Broglie. Ferdinand, disheartened
by his defeat, shrank from offering battle, frittered away
his resources by trying to cover too much, and had to
fall back on the Weser. On July 9 the French surprised
„, „ , Minden. A second occupation of Hanover'
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take Min- seemed imminent. The archives were sent to
den<	Stade, and Frederick expected to see the •
French once more before the gates of Halberstadt.
At this point Ferdinand made a stand. Nothing but
a battle could save Hanover, and by some remarkably
skilful manoeuvres he induced Contades to deliver one
on very disadvantageous terms. Towards the end of
July the bulk of the French army was encamped close to
Position of Minden. Contades, with the main body, lay
tmvarTs'the    °n the left bank °f the Weser> with a cnain of
end of July, wooded hills in his rear, and with his front
covered partly by a morass, partly by the Bastau, a little
stream falling into the Weser at Minden. A large de-
tachment under Broglie was on the right bank of the
Weser, and the Due de Brissac with 8,000 men occupied
the passes in the rear of Contades, and guarded the line
of communications with Hesse-Cassel. The whole army
was about 64,000 strong. The allies lay a little to the

